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MODELLING OF A COMPUTER INTEGRATED
MANUFACTURING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
AS A TOOL OF ORGANIZATION IMPROVEMENT
Summary: This paper presents a predicted target architecture of an integrated manufacturing and management system, based on a metropolitan-type intranet and an industrial process
control and monitoring network. Such systems are urgently required by prospective users,
especially large-scale manufacturing enterprises. Nevertheless, neither big manufacturers of
computer integrated manufacturing systems nor big manufacturers of computer integrated
systems are willing to develop combined computer integrated manufacturing and management systems. To evaluate performance, a method developed for packet switching networks
with end-to-end acknowledgement was applied. The paper describes the investigations carried out for the case study. Some consideration is given to the performance evaluation accuracy, based on the validation work results obtained from analytical work, simulation and
measurements on the Polish pilot wide area network.
Keywords: manufacturing, management, network, performance, modelling.

1. Introduction
Computer-Integrated Manufacturing and Management (CIMM) systems are desperately needed by prospective users, especially big and medium manufacturing enterprises. In spite of this, big manufacturers and vendors of Integrated Management
(IM) systems, having at their disposal financial resources sufficient to develop and
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implement at least pilot CIMM systems, are not willing to enter the manufacturing
domain [Leader 2006; Ridler 2000]. The basic reason for this seems to be the fact
that the big IM system manufacturers and vendors do not possess at their disposal
the designers and implementers educated and experienced enough to cope with both
manufacturing and management issues. Such persons are available, paradoxically
many of them in poorly developed countries, where the designers have to possess
a wide scope of experience in order to be successful, but they are dispersed in various industrial and/or research organisations and they do not have at their disposal the
financial resources needed to develop novel IT systems of the CIMM type.
In such circumstances, a reasonable duty of research and development workers
seems to be to carry out the initial work on the prospective project of CIMM systems, even if no financing is available for such work. This work may be considered
as a volunteer work or work for the community that financed their earlier research
and development work.
A team of IT experts and process technologists was established and worked out
an approach to the development of CIMM systems that seems to be feasible, quite fast and economical [Franasik et al. 2001; Lewoc et al. 2014; Izworski, Lewoc,
Skowronski 2006]. The next step that can and should be made by the research and
development workers, even before the CIMM project is established, is that of the
performance evaluation of probable hardware structures. The task of performance
evaluation is important in the case of CIMM since the project concerns a novel IT
system for which nobody possesses the sense of performance and no rule of thumb
concerning performance could have been developed earlier. The performance evaluation issues connected with the development of CIMM systems is the subject matter
of the present paper.
The authors believe that a specific in-depth example is more educational than
a general study, in particular in the context described above, and therefore the form
of a case study has been adopted for the present paper.
The following section presents the architecture of the CIMM system under investigation.

2. Exemplary CIMM architecture
The pilot Polish CIMM system was designed several years ago for the then biggest
Polish manufacturer of household appliances, Polar, Wroclaw (the Enterprise), employing several thousand people. The CIMM issues were already analysed for the
Enterprise in the early nineties, but the project was abandoned because of the severe
downturn in the Polish economy in the nineties. In conformity with the early design
work, it was assumed that the target organisational structure of the Enterprise would
be as that depicted in Figure 1.
For the general Enterprise organisation presented in Figure 1, the hardware architecture of the CIMM system, depicted in Figure 2, was proposed. The architecture
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Figure1. General organisational diagram of the enterprise
Source: own elaboration.

Figure 2. Hardware architecture of the CIMM system
Source: own elaboration.
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is based on the infranet metropolitan network operating under the TCP/IP protocol
suite [Izworski, Lewoc, Skowronski 2006] and on the process control and monitoring network of the LonWorks type.

3. The network under investigation
It is assumed that the time needed for the transfer of data via any switch (server,
gateway, node or router) is insignificant in comparison with the time needed to transfer
the data via a co-operating data link. This is in conformity with the specifications
of actual hardware proposed for the CIMM system, since data is transferred via
network switches as 8-bit byte blocks transferred via fast direct memory access
(DMA) channels and the internal processing of the data is usually connected only
with the message headers.
However, the method proposed enables to consider the delays in network
switches, though the calculations may be somewhat more complicated.
With the assumption that the delays in transmission links are insignificant, the
hardware structure of the CIMM system may be presented as in Figure 2. The net-

Figure 3. Numbering of links and nodes
Source: [Lewoc et al. 2014].
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work depicted in Figure 2 is composed of 30 switches (15 routers and 15 servers).
Let the individual switches and data links be numbered as shown in Figure 3 (server
Nos: 1-15, router Nos:: 16-30, link pairs (for both transmission directions): (1,2) –
(85,86).
Over the network of Figure 3, there is stretched a set of closed routes. Exemplary closed routes in the CIMM network are the connections between a Marketing &
Service Department worker and the general enterprise’s database (the President’s
database) (closed route No. s = 166; ref. Figure 4a) and between a technologist and
the system Media database (closed route No. s = 279; ref. Figure 4b).

a) Exemplary closed route of a Marketing & Service employee using the general enterprise database

b) Exemplary closed route of a technologist using the System Media
Key:
s ∈ S = 1,…,299; I ∈ I = 1, …, 86
Rs = round route (trip) delay for s-th closed route
Ts = s-th closed route cycle time
Ds = s-th closed route throughput
Yi,s = waiting time of s-th closed route to i-th link
Ei,s = service time of s-th closed route to i-th link
Ms = s-th closed route thinking time
Ss = s-th closed loop ultimate service time
Note: Upper case letters denote random variables while lower case letters – relevant mean
values
Figure 4. Exemplary closed routes
Source: own elaboration.
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Note: it is assumed that any p-th server, p ∈ 1,…,15 (ref. Figure 3) is able to
support 20 closed routes of numbers s = (p – 1) 20, …, (p – 1) 20 + 19.
Note also that the network described here as a set of closed routes may be considered as a case of the Kelly networks [Lewoc et al. 2014] where the entity (packet)
sojourn time in any switch is a function of the number of packets in all routes in the
network. However, the classic queuing theory does not provide solutions for the
Kelly networks [Robertazzi 2000].
In theory, the problem may be solved by the stochastic queuing system methods.
Unfortunately, the stochastic queuing system methods are not suitable for actual network designers and, even worse, closed networks always produce severe problems
[Surfozo 1999].
Another class of performance evaluation methods are Petri nets, either deterministic or stochastic [German 2000]. However, Petri nets are only formalisms and do
not provide anything of merit not covered by the basic classic or stochastic performance evaluation methods.
Therefore it was decided to adapt the approximate performance evaluation method [Lewoc 1990], developed and validated earlier for computer and communication
networks with end-to-end acknowledgement to the cases of the CIMM system and to
apply the method for performance evaluation for the case study under discussion.

4. The approximations
The reference [Lewoc 1990] is scarcely available now. Therefore some basic assumptions and results will be repeated in the present paper.
In addition to the denotations defined in Figure 3, the following will be used in
the present paper:
Ai is the set of closed routes beginning at the i-th link, such that the s(i)-th user is
connected directly to the i-th link:
Ai = {si ,1 , si ,2 , ..., si , ai }.

(1)

Bi is the set of closed routes passing via the i-th link but not beginning at that
link:
B i = {zi ,1 , zi ,2 , ..., zi ,bi }.

(2)

The link preceding the i-th link in the s-th closed route is denoted by h = hs(i),
provided that s ∈ Bi.
The set of closed routes parallel to the s-th closed route in the i-th link is defined
by (3).

Ci =Bi ∩ ( Ah ∪ Bh ) .

(3)

The power of Ci is given by (4).
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Ci = ci .

(4)

The mean cycle time of closed routes encountered by the s-th route at the i-th
link is approximated by (5).
ai + bi − 1 0
=
;
0;.
1 0
∑
l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }/{ s} ti

=
t i,s

(5)

The mean waiting time of the closed routes encountered by the s-th route at the
i-th link is given by (6).
yi,s =


yi ,l
t i,s
 ∑
(ai + bi − 1)  l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\{s} ti


 .;


(6)

The mean service time for the closed routes encountered by the s-th route at the
i-th link is given by (7).
ei , s =


ei ,l
t i,s
 ∑
(ai + bi − 1)  l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\{s} tl


 ;.


(7)

The mean thinking time for the closed routes encountered by the s-th route at the
i-th link is given by (8).
mi , s =


ei ,l
t i,s
 ∑
(ai + bi − 1)  l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\{s} tl


 ;.


(8)

The definitions of the mean values defined above for the set of closed routes that
are not parallel to the s-th route are as follows:
'

t i,s =

ai + bi − ci
;
1
∑
l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\ Ci ti

'

'

yi,s

t i,s
=
ai + bi − ci
'

t i,s
e =
ai + bi − ci
'
i,s

'

t i,s
m =
ai + bi − ci
'
i,s
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yi ,l
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ei ,l

∑

mi ,l

l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\ Ci

l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\ Ci

l∈{ Ai ∪ Bi }\ Ci

ti

tl

tl

;

(10)

;

(11)

;.

(12)
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For all closed routes, the balance equations (13) have been defined. The basic
reasons for the balance equations are as follows.
The first set of equations in (13) is obvious: the cycle time, ts, for any closed loop
is the sum of the thinking time, ms, all waiting times, yi,s, and all transmission times,
ei,s, for the closed loop involved (see the examples in Figure 4).
For the two other equation sets in (13), the unknown mean values are approximated by the mean values of uniformly distributed variables and the probabilities that
any entity (packet) is in any specific state (thinking, waiting for transmission, transmission) is approximated by the mean duration for that state divided by the mean
cycle time for the variable under consideration. Another assumption is that there may
exist one and only one entity (packet) in any closed loop of the network.
The second equation set in (13) refers to the case of an entity (packet) of the s-th
closed route beginning at the i-th link. This entity may find there an entity of any
closed route passing via the i-link with the probability (ai + bi – 1)

ei , s

e
t i , s (1 − i , s )
ts

(the

latter dividend describes the condition that the entity (packet) under consideration is
not in the state of transmission).
The expression in the parenthesis in the second equation set of (13) is the sum
of three terms, denoted here by ei,s(A+B+C). After multiplying, the first term is the
mean value of the time from the instant that the entity of the s-th closed loop finds
the entity in transfer until the instant that the latter transmission is completed, i.e.
ei , s
in accordance with the assumptions accepted.
2
The second term approximates the queue that may have been gathered during the
time interval that the entity (packet) found in transfer via the i-th link (there are (ai +
bi – 2) eligible candidates), provided that the possible candidate is not in the thinking

mi , s
) ).
t i , s − ei , s
The third term approximates the queue that may have gathered during the time
interval from the instant that the entity encountered in the i-th link has been in transfer until the instant that the entity of the s-th closed loop appears at the i-th link,
there are ((ai + bi) – 1) eligible candidates to be multiplied by the mean probability
 y

i,s
 provided that it is not in the state of
the candidate is in the waiting state 


t
−
e
,
,
i
s
i
s



mi , s 
thinking 1 −
. .
 t i , s − ei , s 


The third equation set in (13) describes the routes passing via the i-th link but not
beginning there. It is approximated that any loop parallel to the s-th one is of no im-

state (the quotient ( 1 −
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pact on the waiting time spent by any entity of the s-th closed loop at the i-th link (the
complete share of the parallel loops in the waiting time of the loop under consideration is included at the beginning link). Therefore, the averaging in this equation set
is done only for the closed loops that are non-parallel to the one under consideration
(formulae (9)-(12)). Except for that, this set of equations is analogous to the second
one (note that in this case, the minimum value of ci equals to 1 (formulae (3), (4)).
The set of equations (5) – (13) enables to compute iteratively the basic unknown
mean values of the network performance, i.e. the closed route cycle time, ts, the mean
throughput in the s-th closed route, d s =

=
 (ts
s∈S

where S is the set of all closed loops,

=
 ( yi ,s
s∈ Ai

1
, and the round-trip delay, rs = t s − m s .
ts

∑(y

i,s

i∈I s

+ ei , s ));

(13)

S =v.

2

yi,s
(ai + bi − 1)ei , s 1
mi , s
( + (ai + bi − 2)(1 −
)
+
ei , s
2
t i , s − ei , s t s − ei , s
t i , s (1 − )
ts

+ (ai + bi − 1)(1 −

ei , s
2 );
)
t
ei , s
−
,
i
s
− ei , s

mi , s
t i,s

' 2

'

'

y
(ai + bi − ci )ei , s 1
mi , s
) ' i,s ' +
=
( yi , s
( + (ai + bi − ci − 1)(1 − '

'
e
'
2
s∈Bi
t i , s − ei , s t i , s − ei , s
t i , s (1 − i , s )
ts
'

ei , s
m
) ' 2 ' );.
+ (ai + bi − ci )(1 − '
'
t i , s − ei , s t i , s − ei , s
'
i,s

5. Validation of the approximations
Validation with accurate results for cyclic queuing systems
The problem of performance evaluation of homogeneous star-topology networks
is the same as that investigated for cyclic queuing networks. The accurate solutions
in the form of limit probabilities of the entity (packet, request) numbers have been
known since the early seventies. These results, for exponential thinking time, were
employed to validate the approximations presented above.
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Several hundred comparisons were done for the number of the customers (closed
routes), v, changing between two and several dozen. The relative error of the mean
cycle time, ts, calculated for the set of comparison reached its maximum less than
0.03 at v ≈ 14 and decreased for v tending to zero or to infinity.
Validation with simulation
In order that the approximations may be validated, a fast WAN simulator was
developed on the basis of earlier simulation studies for real-time computer control
systems. This simulator was used, primarily, for the Polish pilot wide area network
MSK. However, both actual and planned network configurations (including those to
operate at much higher transmission rates) were investigated. In addition, available
foreign simulation results for local and wide area networks were also used for validation.
The number of validation experiments was higher that 500, with the number of
closed loops and links equal up to 500 and 100, respectively. The maximum relative
error found was lower than 0.08. However, in the case of results obtained for MSK,
where the fair conditions of comparison could be ensured (this, obviously, was not
true for foreign simulation investigation), the maximum relative error of the cycle
time (and throughput) was lower than 3.5.
Validation with measurements
To investigate MSK and the approximations presented above, an internal communication network measuring tool, Sitwa, was developed and implemented. It was
used, primarily, to validate the simulation results on the existing possible configurations of MSK. The investigations showed that the simplifying assumptions in simulation (e.g. the omission of the flow control packets and/or frames) did not result
in significant simulation errors. The maximum relative error of the approximations
under discussion did not exceed 0.05.
Table 1. Is versus s
s

Is

1
1÷18
19
20
21÷38
39
40
41-58
59
60
61÷78
79

2
{Ø}
2,62,74,83, 9,10,84,73,61,1
2,62,76,85,11,12,86,75,61,1
4,31,1,2,32,3
4,34,74,83,9,10,84,73,33,3
4,34,76,85,11,12,86,75,33,3
6,61,1,2,62,5
6,74,83,9,10,84,73,5
6,76,85,11,12,86,75,5
8,63,1,2,64,7
8,35,73,83,9,10,84,74,36,7
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s
3
160
161÷178
179
180
181÷198
199
200
201-218
219
220
221-238

Is
4
16,79,35,76,83,11.12,86,75,36,80,15
18,77,63,1,2,64,78,17
18,77,35,74,83,9,10,84,73,36,78,17
18,77,35,76,85,11,12,86,75,36,78,17
20,75,71,2,1,62,76,19
20,75,74,83,9,10,84,73,76,19
20,85,11,12,86,19
22,73,61,2,1,62,72,21
22,83,9,10,84,21
22,73,75,85,11,12,86,75,72,21
24,71,61,2,1,62,72,23
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Table 1, continued
1

2

80
81÷98
100
101÷118
119
120
121÷138
139
140
141÷158
159

{Ø}
{Ø}
{Ø}
{Ø}
{Ø}
{Ø}
14,81,63,1,2,64,82,13
14,81,35,74,83,9,10,84,73,36,82,13
14,81,35,76,85,11,12,86,75,36,82,13
16,79,63,1,2,64,80,15
16,79,35,74,83,9,10,84,73,36,80,15

3
239
240
241÷258
259
260
261÷278
279
280
281÷298
299
300

4
24,71,74,83,9,10,84,73,72,23
24,71,76,85,11,12,86,75,72,23
28,69,31,1,2,32,70,25
26,69,34,74,83,9,10,84,73,33,70,25
26,69,34,76,85,11,12,86,75,33,70,25
28,67,31,1,2,32,68,27
28,67,34,74,83,9,10,84,73,33,68,27
28,67,34,76,85,11,12,86,75,33,68,27
30,65,31,1,2,32,66,29
30,65,34,74,83,9,10,84,73,33,66,29
30,65,34,76,85,11,12,86,75,33,66,89

Source: own elaboration.

6. Exemplary results
The set of equations (5)-(13) was solved iteratively. The basic user characteristics, rs and
ds, for the exemplary closed routes, s = 166 and s = 279, are presented in Figures 5-8.
The closed route, s = 166, passes via the most severely loaded links, i = 1 and
i = 2. This results in that r166 reaches more than 4 s at ms values close to 0 (ref.
Figure 5). If it is assumed that an annoying value (i.e. the value that cannot be accepted by the Enterprise’s employees) of rs is that higher than 2 s, then the ms values
below some 0.5 s should be avoided.

Figure 5. r166 versus m166
Source: own elaboration.
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The d166 values (the mean throughput values depicted in Figure 6) show a definite saturation (congestion) at ms values below ca. 0.5 s. If the mean offered load for
the 166-th closed route is defined by (14):

Figure 6. d166 versus m166
Source: own elaboration.
off
=
t166

∑ (e

i∈166

i,s

+ ms )

(14)

then the increased offered load results in the decreased mean throughput, d166, for the
given scenario and for ms < 0.5 s, s = 1, …, 300.

Figure 7. r279 versus m279

Figure 8. d279 versus m279

Source: own elaboration.

Source: own elaboration.
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The closed route, s = 279 (Figure 7), shows only the acceptable rs values (below
1 s while the values not greater than 2 s are acceptable as not annoying ones) and the
ds value is decreasing monotonically with the offered load increasing (ms à 0, s = 1,
…, 300) (Figure 8). The reason is that the 279-th closed route does not pass via any
link under heavy traffic. Therefore, even when the mean thinking time is decreased
towards zero, no saturation (congestion) occurs in the links passed by the 279-th
closed route.

7. Final remarks
The authors do not claim that the method devised and verified some dozen years ago
needs no further work. On the contrary, they do realise that the method validated
primarily on the pilot Polish Interuniversity Computer Network MSK, operating at
rather low transmission rates and in a limited configuration, needs further validation
and possible tuning. In addition, the method may and should be upgraded: thanks to
the rapid growth of computing power over the last decade, more accurate approximations may be done for the balance equations (e.g. the simplifying assumption that
an entity (packets) may find only one entity of one closed loop in the queue to some
link) may be discarded. Then the balance equations become more complicated but
may still be solved by the iterative method. And the networks with sliding windows
or credit-based flow control may be modelled directly, instead of modelling several
loops for credits bigger than 1, as has been done earlier.
Modeling the manufacturing process has a significant economic dimension for
organization. The transformation of manufacturing processes depending on the needs of users allows for greater organizational flexibility.
However, the authors believe that the method may and should be published in
its original form now. Any protest against it, raised by the queuing theory experts
pointing at some possible formal deficiencies of the method, would sound rather
false. In a general case, the classic queuing theory methods have failed and have
not produced any useful tools for performance evaluation of actual computer and
communication networks, which are seriously needed by network designers, developers and operators. The authors are designers and/or consultants for actual computer
systems and networks. To do their jobs in a proper way, they had to get involved in
some research work in the domain of performance evaluation. Any further work is,
however, within the duty range of the queuing theory advocates.
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MODELOWANIE WYDAJNOŚCI ZINTEGROWANYCH
SYSTEMÓW WYTWARZANIA ORAZ ZARZĄDZANIA
JAKO NARZĘDZIE DOSKONALENIA ORGANIZACJI
Streszczenie: W artykule przedstawiono rozważania dotyczące tworzenia architektury zintegrowanych systemów zarządzania i produkcji, wykorzystujących rozwiazania wewnętrznych
sieci metropolitarnych do procesów kontroli oraz monitoringu. Systemy tego typu powinny
elastycznie reagować na potrzeby informacyjne użytkowników. Jednak tworzenie takich rozwiązań jest niezwykle trudne ze względu na silny związek procesów produkcyjnych z procedurami technologicznymi. W artykule zaprezentowano wstępne wyniki badań zrealizowanych
przez zespół analityków − wolontariuszy, którzy przeprowadzili wstępne symulacje związane
z zaprojektowaniem zmian w systemie kontroli oraz zarządzania produkcją w dużej firmie
produkcyjnej. Do oceny poprawności zaprezentowanego rozwiązania przyjęto założenia, że
modelowana sieć jest procesem ograniczonym w obszarze liczby użytkowników i zakresu
dostarczanych mediów doprocesów wytwórczych. Artykuł prezentuje stadium przypadku,
opracowane jako modelowe rozwiązanie dla zarządzania procesami produkcyjnymi w jednej
z polskich firm wdrażających rozwiązania sieci rozległych.
Słowa kluczowe: produkcja, zarządzanie, sieci rozległe, wydajność, modelowanie.
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